Is Homework Necessary? (By Sophie)
I strongly believe that homework is not necessary. My reasons for
this are that we already spent five and a half hours at school
learning and we don’t get to spend that much time with our family
and friends. And also our pour teacher Mr.Kinsella has to correct our
homework for at least an hour. I hope that when you read my
purswasiewe text that I will persuade you to not give us homework.

Firstly we already spend five and a half hours learning at school and
when we get homework we just revise all our work that we learned in
school. I think it’s just a waste of time and all of that hard work
that we do for homework and in school in our copies and sheets all
goes into the BIN the BIN it’s just goes into terrible waste!

Secondly we don’t get that much time to spent with our family and
friends for example when we come back from school and eat dinner
and then do our homework it is already late and we have to go to
sleep. And we can’t spent time and play with our friends and family.

Thirdly when we do all of that hard work for homework for
Mr.kinsella our teacher has to correct it and he has to correct it for
at least an hour or two because when there is at least twenty eight
children in our class and when everybody does a comprehension with
at least five questions that makes one hundred and forty questions
to correct and if there is about ten questions for maths that makes
two hundred questions to correct (that is a lot).
Ms.Doherty In conclusion I believe that homework is not nessecery
and every child in the world should not get homework or at least in
fifth class I am sure that homework is just a waste of time. I hope

that you enjoyed reading my persuasive text and you will never and
ever give us homework again in this school EVER.
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